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News companies are a big industry in the modern era; the internet and the newspapers are 

full of their reports and stories about the world. I’m sure you can name a few off the top of your 

head: CNN, Fox News, CBS. And that’s just a few; there are even more to include like ABC 

News New York Times, or BBC. And in recent years, a new news company is adding itself: 

Huffington Post, which was originally a left-leaning blog before it grew in size. It has since 

become a world-famous news website that reports on a wide variety of content, such as sports, 

politics and global events. 

It’s no big surprise that a talented orator and media mogul comes straight from Athens, a 

city and place known for their orator talents for centuries and millennia. Arianna Huffington, 

born originally Arianna Stassinopoulos, was born in Athens, Greece in 1950. She later studied 

economics at Cambridge University and would marry and divorce Michael Huffington (a 

secretary in the US Department of Defense), leaving her with two children. Huffington would 

make her start in America by writing several noteworthy books about politics and people, and 

was initially conservative political commentator. She developed the Huffington Post with 

Kenneth Lerer as a left-leaning blog in response to other right-leaning blogs, like The Drudge 

Report. From there, the Huffington Post only grew in size. 

Huffington Post faced tough competition starting out, as it had dozens of other better-

branded and polished news companies reporting on stories. But it set itself apart by taking 

advantage of the digital platforms offered by new technology and made Huffington one of the 

first digital-media entrepreneurs to make a fortune. It is estimated that Huffington Post has 

brought in around $30 million since its creation and made Huffington a personal $100 million 

when it was sold for $300 million. This sets Huffington up as one of the great media mogul 

stories along with Oprah Winfrey and Martha Stewart, and one of the female media mogul 

entrepreneurs. 

Huffington has since left the Post, which was bought by AOL in 2011. Even without her 

presence, the Huffington Post has continued to be a big-name news presence on the Internet. She 

has since turned her focus to developing her new business, Thrive Global, which is dedicated to 

helping business men and women find the balance between their health and work. The company 

came as a result of an injury Ms. Huffington suffered while she was working at the Huffington 

Post, when exhaustion and overworking resulted in her hitting her head on a desk and being 

hospitalized.  
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